
We are at Old Sturbridge Village, at a meeting to plan paper on 
fifing and drumming in Connecticut for the annual meeting for the 
Society , October 1975. 

EO Could try this out? 

The president Bonnie Wade, and Deputy Waldman, Ed Olsen, Art 
Shrader and Joe Tatter. 

One of the things that Ed and I spoke about a few days ago was my 
suggestion that we have about ·a five minute film showing a real 
muster and most particularly ~bowing the jo~lication part of the 
muster. The muster generally has formal features of a parade and 
then performances on the stand, usually just before the performances 
on the stand some kind of formal recognition of people who have 
contributed to that muster or a memorial tribute to some of those 
who have gone, and then a series a demonstrations by the individual 
units on the stand. After that and sometimes before that fi:rmal 
demonstration gets over they begin to be jollification sometime 
along with the food and a drinking course goes on all day long. 
But the jollification itself, a look at from the outside, rather 
than from the fifers and drummers point of view is done quite inform· 
ally. Sometimes there will be three or four of them going around 
on the field, sometimes sort of spontaneously, and I have been 
trying to get Ed to think about how it nally happens, practicully 
everybody on the field will be saying the same tune at the same 
time, more or less together. And this can sometimes mean that 
you will have 500 or 600 people pounding away on the same tune, and 
the effect is really something. It is not done by a controlled 
plan or anything of that sort. Sorabody strikes up a tune and 
sometimes its one that everybody knows and everybody is ready 
to play it at that particular time and they pound in on it and 
other times it will be proken up into another small groups, and 
they will be playing, smaller, rather groups . I would like to see 
something that would show a little bit cf formal parade, a little 
bit of the ·oormal things on the stand and then maybe a couple 
of minutes of close in shot of the jollification and at some point 
a high shot showing everybody literlly playing away on one piece 
of music . 

BW With the sound? 

Wi t~h the sound. Now I suggested that this was something that 
could be done with one of the new super 3 and sound and that if 
nothing else this irould be done for the October session. If 
possible getting a high point of view by using a fire truck. The 
Deep River Fire Company works preety close to this muster and 
might well be willing to cooperate. 

BW Are any members of the Fire Company fifers er drummers? 

There's always a few of those. 

Well we can't help it, well the Deep River Corps is the biggest 
set of corps in that name and existence, and there is the Deep 
River Seniors, The Deep River Ancients, The Deep River Juniors . 



EO They also have a lot of difficulty right now with the town, but 
I am sure they could get whatever cooperation 

Well maybe the difficulty with the town could be in partly so by 
recognition of the . fact that the Deep River Muster is an extremely ... 

EO It sounds like you are going to do that, but part of the difficulty 
is the fact that the Deep River Muster is becoming less and less of 
a drum corpscffair and more and more of a local happening and the 
people object to things that take place the night before and there 
are a lot of problems there, a lot of trouble, amd most of it is 
cause by non drum corps people, the town realizes this, the police 
are the first ones to tell you tfat. 

BW How about in Newport Jazz Festival. 

EO Exactly the same type thing but not that bad, but the same direction 
and the police and the towns people are the first ones to say that 
we never have any trouble with drum corps people and they don't but 
there are always funny odds and ends happening and there were several 
meetings of the town last year, discussing whether or not they are 
going to continue the muster . 

Allright here we have here a letter that Edward brought in from 
National Broadcasting Company to August ·5, 1964 to Victor Wing. 
This had to do with a major patriotic type of a program called the 
Red, White & Blue that according to Ed had something like 40 
hours of footage taken at the Muster and this was but to what? 

EO Half a second I believe. 

BW 

However the key point at the end, our story was the American 
Patriotism in total and to tell it simply we had the 
telling in full the many separate stories like yours which are part 
of the American Patriotism. We are grateful that the Deep River 
Muster provided the Red, White & Blue with a dramatic opening and 
we are holding the Deep River Footage with the hope that someday 
we can present the story of the Muster in its entirety, Donald 
B. Hyatt , Producer, Director. • However that was 1964. 
and I wouHn't waste~too much time on worrying about it, check by 
all means .. • . 

EO Well I was thinking, I though perhaps that you go under the Sturbridg 
Letterhead it would have a lot more weight than if any of the 

would. 

We could try. 

EO I think it would be worth of course to try. 
They might say here take the whole thing. 

O.K. if you got the footage would you be equipped to turn that 
footage into cincronized sound and headed it down. 



EO I don•t know but we would take it . 

We are not equipped to handle. that we get but we don't refuse it. 

Right, but the thing I am saying in essence is that in all means 
get but that you might find that it wouli be simpler to go ahead 
and reshoot it on super 8 with one of the magnetic jobs, that would 
be to . . • 

EO be a matter of loat:ing someone that has that. I have a super 8 but 
no sound. 

Well Kodak has just come out with a super 8 that has one of these 
things built in and I think what would be missing I mean the quality 
I think is not as important in this instance of giving the effect 
and I don't know that they would, I have a feeling that they probably 
would have done to much with the pre-jollication scenes which as 
far as I am concerned ..• 

EO I don't know, I don't remember if they stayed around for that. 

For one thing it would be too confusing. It would represent a 
flattering picture of american patriotism. They would go in on 

close shots of all types of things and the close shots are a big 
part of it, but actually the best thing of all would be is you 
had a zoom camera up on something high like that and you would 
be able down for a while and then zoom back and let people see 
how big a scene this actually is. 

BW And also what you plan to talk then you can plan the film to 
show .• . 

Yes, that's what part of what I am concerned. I don't even think 
it is important to be in color . But I think it is important 
that it, you mean you can use color slides to show the color 
but the thing that I have been most impressed about the muster is 
simply the vast number of people who get there and who are moving 
together on it is like watching , :it is the closest thing al have 
seen of folk operating in the north as folk . The closest thing 
for example to the big sings, from the shake mild tradition in 
Alamama where people used to in the 1930s end still do to some 
extent have singing all year around, the different dates and they 
may have up to 50 or 60 people sometimes a hundred people even 
in the winter remakes. I have got one:.of their directories that 
gives a listing of their performances . I was trying to do an 
article to show the number of NewEngland pieces that remained in 
the active reporatory. It is easy to go into the Secred Heats and 
say find all of the pieces ad compare them and say o.k. these are 
things that are in the book, but how many of them are still 
performed .. Well these people keep a dira:tory, that they send 
around, now this is in part the type of group that we are concerned 
with here. It is a folk group but it also has an image of itself 
that it is conveyed on the paper, like the Company ' s, what is the 
name bf the paper? 

EO The Ancient Times . 



The Ancient Times. 

EO No wonde~ we aren't selling any papers. 

Well I brought a double subscription to it and I have gotten a 
copy of it. 

EO We are having trouble. 

BW Does they Hay Library subscribe to it. 

EO The only library that I know that subscribed to it is the 
Maritime Library in Toronto. As far as I know. 

BW 
That should be kept in the Harris collection. 

Absolutely 

We, how would you see to it 

Well see to it that if you get into the other libraries, 

EO I could have brought more, i have a whole pile of them home 

The state libraries because Maryanne will want it for her workslrp. 

Oh I could imagine yes . 

Do you know what you could do if you really wanting to sell 
subscriptions. 

EO If we could only sell them the bigger we could make them. 

This is the sort of thing that Musicology communications 
are all about, we should, we have paid advertisements in the 
journal but if you didn~ want to spend the money for a paid 
advertisement I happen to be business manager. 

EO I don't handle the busines of the paper, I'm just the editor. 

EO 

But if you didn't want to do that then there should be an informativ 
blurb about it in the newslatter of the Society 
with the address where ~eople could get it because thats where 
you can get it. 

Perhaps what you mightwant to toss up 

Debbie, why don't you do that as a preliminary little thing for 
getting yourself thinking about this whole thing 

EO It would be a help. 

It would also help the people 
the fact that this is it. 

to start thinking about 



EO We have difficulty getting th~ subscriptions that we should have be
cause drum corps people are notorious cheap, they have always heen 
that way, and they are always going to be that way, because this 
is the way they are and we know that we have to go with them and 
we would like to sell a lot more, if we sold a lot more we would 
make a much bigger paper. It only comes out four times a year and 
we don't intend to have it come out more than four ~times, but I 
would like to see a thicker paper with a lot more material and if 
we could afford to do that we would. 

Give it a try, excuse me I am sorry to interupt. 

No by all means, that's what we are here for. But I think that 
is the kind of thing that you are going to have to do the thinking 
of pulling this thing together fDom the musicologists 
point of view and there isn't going to be much time, as you said 
twenty minutes isn't much time and does that 20 minutes ~nclude the 
question paiod or ..• 

Usually there are 10 minutes, usually 10 minutes beyond that. 

10 minutes beyond that, good . 

If you are going to show a five minute film that breaks it to 15. 

Right . 

And Ed would be slides, wouldn't you. 

EO Whatever you suggest . 

I think they need to see pictures of ..•. 

EO other corps? 

Yes, Debbie has to establish the musicological significance. 
You have to establish the historical bacl§-ound which is to say you 
have the clippings, and the things that show that this was the 
fifers and drummas were away of themselves as a group 100 years 
ag~J Now the degree of that awareaess is something that you two 
have to be aware of too. 

Oh, sure . 

And, Bonnie, I'm glad Bonnie is here because you can help us just 
to define what I am talking about here on this business of being 
of awareness, to what degree is that part of the folk of itself. 
Being aware of us. 

BW I'm not sure it plays a very big part at all. There are different 
points of view, some people would say that it has to be a very 
self-conscious kind of thing, other people would say that it 
would be a functioning but unself-conscious thing. I wonder if, 
I'm just talking off the top of my head because I haven't though 
about this very much, but I just wonder if can the idea of a 
chaalenge of some sort comes to it when you start thinking alnut 
it as a thing to itself, for instance its a tradition thats about 



BW·{cont) to die out or if someone comes along with the kind of music is 
different and people decide to adopt it and its not the way,you 
think it ought to be then you want to preserve your own . J 

then you become conscious of it as a tradition. 

0.K. Fine. Ed, a number of years ago I was looking over some of 
your earlier drum corps magazines, didn't they used to provide 
some kind of section for ancients within that ... 

E0 In the paper, 

Yes. 

E0 There was sections, your thinking about competitice classifications . 

I guess maybe so . 

E0 That is what it was, comptititve classifications. In the contents 
there were various types of drumcorps and there would be 
classifications for each one, there would be ancients, and moderns 
and drum corps palors fife and drum corps playing at 120. In 
Connecticut using one stick and in New York they use 2 . And then 
the Bugle and Drum, bugle and drum, and it got so over, you 
know it got bugle and , 

Three it in as a combination corps with however many instruments 
that were horizontal to the ..• 

E0 That's right. I got to be such a big pain that we had to get 
a different outlet and this is the way that musters came about . 
Everybody, well not everybody but a number of us got fed up with 
the whole thing and we looked for a new form of expression and 
this is how the musters came about. The musters are only goin? 
now since 19 ... , the first one that I went to was 1946 it wasn t 
called a muster it was called a Wackout, then I went to 1950 
I went to Deep River and they rented it as a field day, it was 
a contest, they had a couple of old as the judge and that 
was it and the following year I brought a corps up from Brooklyn. 
No we went out in a pick up corps 1950, we had some people from 
Connecticut and some people from Brooklyn, and we one first prize. 
But I tried to convince them that the competitive part wasn't 
a route to go, the thing was to get the contest and just havee 
a good time and Gus Moeller whose mne Artie would recognize, Gus 
Moeller was a famous old drum and a famous old drum corps person, 
personality . .. 

Isn't that who you interviewed at one time? 

E0 No, unfortunately, Gus was dead before I started interviewing. 
I knew gus, bi: I dont' have him on tape. I have his letters and 
his clippings, but he had suggested to me to use the term muster 
so I suggested the term in Deep River, and I'm sure everybody in 
Deep River thin~s it was their idea by now, because most everybody 
that was in the corps at that time is out, and there all different 
people, and you get talking about Deep River it gets me off 

and its being run by potato salad people and carriers 



EO Drum Corps people have very, very little to say about the Musters. 
The Musters are just something that happened and its the biggest 
affair but its something that most drum corps people are not to 
happy about. 

Do I take it then that when you say drum corps your talking about 
something that is both ancient but has been sort of redefined 
recently into something. 

EO No , the ancient definition has been around, I don't know when the 
definition ancient first came about. I don't know, I couldn't 
define the term acient, no one can. Everytime I interview an 
old timer I ask them for the definition of ancient because I remembe 
Simon did that when he did his book on Jazz. He asked all the 
old timers define jazz and he came up with some great definitions. 
But I have never come up with any definitions from the old guys. 
All they say is Ah, old time corps playing old music, or 
or something like that but nobody has put their finger on it and 
we are working to try to define it so that we can define it to 
explain it to non-drum corps people. Everybody knows, everybody 
in drum corps knows an ancient· corps, we can explain it right away 
but to explain it to someone that has never seen it, well right 
now it is impossible but its a diffe ~ent type of corps, its a 
different sound, normally they play slower · cadence, they usually 
use deeper drums, usually they use two stick bass, which is called 
rudimental bass drumming, it is a different style of bass drumming 
as opposed to the one stick band type of thing that most of the 
modern corps use. The tunes usually are old but they don't 
necessarily have to be. If they sound old, as far as I 
am concerned that they are right, you know if they sound right they 
are right. But it is a specific sound in music and in drum corp 
and I think the way we are going to have to finally define it is 
the relationship between the drums and the fifes. The drums is 
not an accompany instrument in this, the drum is a 50% instrument. 
The drum is playing just as important a part as the fifers where 
no other sophistacated music will have that. groups and 
I think it relates more to some primitive tribal type sound than 
anything else. 

Ed has hit something on this drum bit, the bass drum for example , 
essentially is not just doing a down beat, or an off beat but is 
actually doing a rhythmic . Some of the bass 
drum parts are really quite complicated considerably more so 
than many of the scottish beats, you watch you scottish bass drummer 
his hands, you see he trilling his hands around up inthe air all 
the time, but as I always say that wen his hands are in the air 
he is beating on the drum. 

Now, can I just make an observation here . When you were just talkin 
youtere mentioning purely musical things and it immediately popped 
in my had is there anything else about this acient thing that is 
not perhaps just ~usical which . . . . 

EO We don't fight, we are ·to drunk to fight. No there are other things 
but they are not that important like the visual thing. Most other 
ancient corps wear traditional colonial typed uniforms. But this 



EO doesn't necessarily make a corps ancient because I don't think they 
started doing that until the late, the first ancient corps I know 
of that they wear a formal uniform was Moodus and they didn't buy 
them until 1879 and they related ... 

1879 would be the bicenntenial, the first centiennial. 

EO It was right after the cenntential. They played at that time for 
the Putnam which is a place military. 

Well Putnam 
commands. 

EO Centennial Legion. 

is one of the, is a member of the historical 

Centennial Legion of Historical Commands and those were reserved 
until the 1840's, 1830 1 s and 40's because they were the upper 
crusts answer to the militia. The well to do people did not want 
to be required to muster out with the foreign people so thay would 
get the legislature to appoint one of their members an officer and 
he would recruit a rifle company or a or they were near 
the sea, what the sea term, penciplas, and this wwld become the 
gentlemen's militia unit. 

That's precisely how the Kendish Guards were formed. 

Kendish Guards is exactly that, that's one of the reasons why I 
opposed the muster that we had here, we had muster day.here, and 
I was opposed to it because we were representing as being the 
farm people and all of the units that we were inviting were the 
fancy gentlemen's units with the exception of the Matatucks and 
they were bringing in enough fifes and drums for two or three 
regiments and we were putting this out as an authentic militia 
muster which was garbage, it wasnt anything near it. 

What about the specific melodies you play, do they, does everyone 
really t ry to play old melodies? 

EO No. Most corps at one time they felt that they were and naturally 
they tell otrer people that they do, but the tune came from all 
different sources and some of them are totally out of key from 
what you would expect to hear an ancient corps playing. Fortunately 
alot of that stuff is like, when I first 
starting coming around Connecticut thd popular tune was Champagne 
Charlie which is an old barbarshop quartet. 

Reelly 

EO And thank god they forgot about that. Other turnes are old but 
I always that they, and I think most of the guys feel the same 
way whether they realize it or not, if it sounds right it is right. 
There is nothing wrong with the tune being written in the idium, 
so long as it is something we identify as ancient. But again dont' 
ask us to explain it. 



I think too, I think this might help you answer your question, there 
are certain tunes that might be considered standard which most 
every person in drum corps knows. There are standard drum beats 
standard fife playing and most everybody, especially a new corps 
beginning, begins with those, off the top of my head, Road to Boston, 
Old Man Tucker, ect. From there though I think the corps and the 
people have become more proficient, they want to branch out and 
do their own thing. 

Would they ever play melodies which are really recognizeable to the 
people who would hear as being very contemporary. 

EO Yes, very often, the Yankee Doodle is a very popular tune, everybody 

Yes, but that is a period piece, what cbout Raindrops keep falling 
on my head?= 

EO They nave but we don't like to talk about that. 
used to play GodoBless America, it was a terrible thing and North 
Branford used to play Jingle Bells, so I think there really is a 

So I think there really is a of the music 
is something that eithdr is ancient or sounds it. 

EO Right, and to get back what you mentioned before .. .. 

An Ancient by the way can go definitely include the Civil War. 

EO A lot of the tunes are really historic. 

You have been given that right along, Road to Boston and Probably 
ensign's voyage which is 1740's at least and Old Man Tucker is 
1840 's so that certainly that sweep is included without even 
giving it second though except on corps that are really 
not ancient but are revival corps concerned with a particularly 
period, like our own corps and like Seebury was for a while and 
presumably Williamsburg was, what direction they are going right 
now, I don't know but John Boone hasn't told us he is publishing 
some he learned from his father, 

EO But a lot of these stands that Joe mentioned are old old tunes 
but we don't play them because they are old, we play them 
because they are good tunes and probably nobody in taking into 
consideration that they have been around several hundred ¥ears. 
Other corps are more aware of the need to present this 
type things and they will tell anybody what they are doing and 
they will dig out old music and cause only since George Carrol's 
gotten active in drum corps that a lot of this good old music 
had made avaialable. Noone knew where to find it before, but 
nobody was really concernedg because most of us have learned 
from old timers, I learned from an old, old man and he learned 
I'm sure from some old guy before him. So we always felt that 
this is the way it was, we changed it. Each one of us change, 
like they are always getting after me and I never 
play the same tune twice and sometimes it causes some difficulty. 



EO But each corps adds or takes something away from every tune that they 
get and a~ter a while it has a specific sound relating to that corps 
A lot of these tunes are all the , we just don't play 
them because they are old we play them because we enjoy them. 

But in a way you do though don't you, ann't you being contradictory 
because you wouldn't play sona:hing that was absolutely up to date. 

EO I would play something Eecognizably up to date, if it were not 
recognizable and I felt it had a good sound I would play it . 

EO 

EO 

And so, you saying that somebody today could invent something 
that sounds oles. 

We play tunes all the time shat are contemporary, and 
a lot of tunes are written by fellows in the corps , good tunes, 
like, Tomboy, Drums and Guns. All the corps play that now and 
if you ask some of these old outfits they say oh, we have been 
playing that for 150 years. It was written by a fellow in our 
corps. You know, nobody bothers keeping track of these things 
but if it sounds right, its right, but if it is recognizable as 
being totally out of keeping with the ancient character I think 
the corps would be foolish to play it but some of them do. 

Were you telling my last spring that Yellow Rose of Texas 

Stoney Creek used to play it, it is supposed to be old tune, I 
don't know. 

It's before the civil wa~. 

And I always thought it was a 20th centtry 

Before the civil war, it was definitely played by some of the 
Civil War Corps. The original is the Yaller Rose of Texas. 

EO Relating to a trio or a 

No question about it it was before the Civil War . 

And that is a tune that I think a lot of people associate with 
ha!f times at football games and think it is quite modern and it 
isn't. 

Well Mitch Miller did a good job of pulling it into the 20th Centruy. 

EO The best thing he ever did was that one about the Bowery Grendiers . 

You know I used to, one of the little treasures that went up mn 
our fire was a copy of the Missouri folk songs done by 
which I think was annota~eddone by Mitch Miller. And it was 
annotated all the way through with the notes MM. And they were 
definitely all good tunes at one point 



But sometime I would like to see Bonnie and date up to the 
musicol0gy lab get Ed into a book, a recording booth, and just 
see if he can play a tune twice the same way, which I think he can. 

EO I can, but I can't be bothered., but sometimes I think he should 

Why should he. 

EO Well, we had difficulties getting a unified sound but 
we carried a little varity in the corp, We ahave a new fif 
sargent in the corps now, he's polish, and a fantastic player. 
He is going to want t o bring us back to home base again, he is 
probably right doing it. 

Is he a polish 

EO No, no, Craig is another pollock in the corps, he happy, he is very 
happy, there are two of them now, we~have been warned that we 
have to watch out of the Slovic takeover. No this fellow by the 
name of Eddie Jefferson, he used to be with the Regimentals, He 
was one of the regimental top fifers, he has been out of drum 
corps for years although he was lived in Connecticut for a couple 
of years, and suddenly he decided he couldn't stay out any longer 
so he , the fife line is doing well, we are really 
have between 9 and 12 fifers each week, where we used to be happy 
to get one or two, but know we aren't getting any drummer. 

Well It seems to me that the most important thing to establish 
at this first meeting in October, is to give some sort of good 
groundstakes to the people that will be listening to this tape 
to first of all understand what drum corps are all about, it 
may be ... 

END OF SIDE I 

I immediately though what probably most people think and that was 
a musical group which, not the music what occurred to me but tie 
function of such a group historical ly and I immediately pictures 
militia accompanying the fighters, giving signals to this and 
that, rubbing up spirit, it was the function of the whole thing 
that immediately popped into my head and probably is going to 
immediately pop into the heads of everyone tht is listening and 
so it strikes me as you talk really how musical, I mean you keep 
talking not in terms of function, but I suppose that partially 
because it is no longer a functioning thing as part of a militia 
thing but you keef talking music, music, music to me, that's 
lovely and this Im sure will come across, that's great, I think 
you should be very careful not to loose that . It should be 
a major part. Would i t be possible do you think to spend about 
five minutes of this tape to talking about the history of 
fife and drum corps but not everyt hing, specifically trying to 



narrow it in on your own corps, and to make the real thrust of this 
paper be about your own corps. 

EO That would be easy. 

It may be an ideal way to ... 

ID That would be easy thing to do. 

Il:ave asked you before, how old are the Ancient Mariners? 

EO 15 years. we hardly knew. Well the members 
the corps have been in the drum corp. 

I'm not sure I definately agree with the setting focusing on a 
corps. I am not sure, in spite of Ed being here and being in the 
Ancient Mariners that the mariners are different than focusing 

EO No, we are not typical. 

No, they are not typical, but they are typical in something else. 
At one point I made the mistake of calling Ed's corps a revival 
corps to his face and his answer was perfect that he really 
regarded them more as a traditional corps, inspite of the fact 
they have only been recently set up, because of they were 
doing exactly the same thing as corps and the individuals had 
been doing for a long, long time. 

Before they all got together you mean. 

They all played in other corps, and the corps themselves are not 
the only focal point, there are a few corps that have lasted 
a long, long time but the individual players float to different 
corps . All right Ed's talking about their current fife line, 
I mean their current Fife instructor or leader was in the New York 
Regimentals, Ken Lemley was in the Regimantals, Bill Pace was 
in the Regimentals. 

Why foes someone leave one corps, and whats the process of getting 
into another. 

EO Well the f«llows that he mentioned, to get out of New York, as 
I did, they just moved out of the area. 

Now, didn't you tell me at point that you came to Connecticut 
specifically because there were more fifing and drumming here. 

EO Well I knew Connecticut because of drum corps, all my friendships 
and relationships were here so I just came up, and all the rest 
of the , you know we like the Puerto 
Ricans there. And whenever someone comes up from New York we 
know that we are going to grab them, I think our corps at least 
almost half ex-New Yorkers. 



Actually if I was gci:l.g to go into fifing and drumming, the Mariners 
are the only corps I would want to join, because one they have a 
lot of fun and two when they ·settle down to play they care about 
their music. With all the horseplay, they are still just about the 
best all around playing corps in New England. The only one that 
could take a Shanty which really shouldn't be played on the fife, 
they play it very well and make it sound good. 

What if one of your guys really falls behind and doesn't practice 
and .• • 

He wouldn't dare .•• 

Put him in the boarding party. 

EO Well we would just put him in the back of the line somewhere, we 
don't get all excited about things that, first of all we are in 
it for enjoyment. We want to do a good a job as possible. 

I think guy would get himself. 

EO We have fellows that aren't keeping up, we are going to work a deal 
out to give them an easy out. To really appreciate that you would 
have to know · how. our corps runs, we have the fife and drum corps 
and we have a boarding party which takes care of all the fellows 
that can't play and want to come out and have a good time, so they 
proceed the corps, we have a cannon, a vaptured pirate in chains, 
we have fellows with cutlasses, they flog, and do all sorts of 
nonsence, they run through the crowd grab women, grabbed policeman 
on two occassions.. grabbed a cops hat and put a 

they preceed the corps, and when we go 
on the field, if we have a lot of time we put all sorts of shows 
on, they execute the pirate with the ·pirate with the cannon, sometimE 
once and a while the pirate stays up and the whole corps falls down. 
You know all sorts of crazy things like that, and we though a 
good way to let these fellows warrant keeping up if we get into 
the stage where we really want to do an exceptionally good job 
would go out and play a simple tune first then have the prate 
bnak loose and have several fellows from the musical unit run out 
and try to subdue him. This would get them gentelly out of the 
organization and then we can go on to something a little more 
intricate. Of course, if we do it or not I don't know, but this 
is one way we could do it, usually we just go out and say 

but get back to something you said 
to interupt a minute your idea and feeling about a drum crops 
was interesting to me because most people when they think about 
a drum corps don't think about the militia or the functions 
just our functions, they think awe a crazy bunch of kids out with 
nothing better to do then beat their brains out and make a lot 
of noise, most people do not take fifing and drummingseriously 
lately they have been and to me it is something I am not able 
to accept as yet, being accep:ed by normal people. 

Well I think you are going to find that my reaction is going to be 
a typical one in this particular group of people because we are 
accustomed to taking things seriously and thats what we are doing. 



EO Well this is a more, easier reaction to come to grips with than 
the other one. 

And furthermore we are a group of people who are going to be 
interested in this thing for its own sake just because, because 
its important to you it is important to us, 

EO I don't think the mike picked that up. 

I didn't mean for it to . 

Look, I would like to suggest something that might give a focua 
to this. You promised a point that you think of it in terms of 
its function as groups playing for a specific occasion, that's 
part of it. However, these are groups in being for their own 
enjoyment and have been for a long time. 

Is that any with the function. 

Yes, it is function, ~ut not public function. 

Well that's all right. 

O.K. Its a function for the group itself but it is not a 
function in the public sence . But the thing is that before 
there became up any question of Ancients defining themselves 
as we have done here as been done its separting themselves 
from the type of corps. There were Ancidnts corps 
at least in appearance, now lets see, Lancraft, I have seen 
those Lancraft pictures when they were~aring cadatte uniforms. 

EO They bought the colonial uniforms t think in 1909. 

1909 

EO Before that they wore what aHer corps where 

Allright from what I have gathered from the peqie who reported 
earlier that you taked about earlier that repratory at that 
point was this old stuff, they probably, Heavy on the drums, 
Road to Boston, one of the main pieces, or main style of music, 
a lot, or very heavy on the civil war, not much, how much Jefferson 
and Liberty, Jefferson and Liberty in their reportories . 

EO I would imagine so 

Now I don't know about Connecticut .•. 

EO They mentioned before they kind of got away from anything that was 
off tempe and I imagine that some corps might have played to 
simplify it like Stoney Creek us'ed to play 

Jefferson and Liberty doesn't have to be fast . 

EO I know, but its got, its got a fast pulsation to it, its not 
a simple type, not really a simple tune. 



No, Its not a simple tune but in the early 1800's it would have 
been played fairly slowly. 

EO Also the Gobio 

The Gobio, Jefferson and L1berty and Paul Revere's Ride. 

EO Probably they played it I don't know, There aren't too many places 
where you will find anything set down as to what they play. 

But you have some interviews concerning old repatory. 

EO I do and I have never had anybody mention Jefferson and Liberty. 

But what I am really concerned with is it seems to me that Mattatuck 
Chester ... 

EO Mattatuck has a book you know. 

Not very reliable, but I know it exists and it definitely has to 
be examined, but I'm thinking tn terms of Mattatuck, Chester and 
Lancraft, now any others that should be in that. 

EO Moodos. 

Aren't these old corps that essentially were doing th:ie: thing 
in the Ancient Style more than 75 years ago. 

EO Moodus started in 1850, Lancraft started in 1888, Chester 1857, but 
all of these corps with the exception of, and Mattatuck supposedly 
1757, sall of these corps with the exception of Lancraft nave ben 
reorganized a number of times and whether or not these reorganization 
can be considered new corps, a continuation of the old corps 

O.K. this I'll accep:. 

How about the do you think we can consider that. 

I'm not arguing that, I'm aeepting that and in fact that's an 
important part of the picture of this thing that I have been 
talking about, the fact that the phenomanon continues, thy 
break down simply because New Englanders cannot stay together 
all that long!, without heaking up in some kind of argument . 

That's a very basic point actually. 

But they keep on recollesing around a common thing which among 
other things includes the beat, the slower beat, the deep rope 
drums, the simple fife. 

EO Rudimental bass drumming. 

Rudimental bass drumming so far a s defining it is concerned I wouldn' 
argue about a definition, I would simplyp:-ovide insteadcof a 



definition a discription, that basically 

There is no reason to define it. 

EO For my own satisfaction I would like to define it. 

If you think that it is probabay going to be revised than you 
call it the working definition. 

EO That's true. 

O.K. but • •. 

The only reason you understand why I suggested a definition or a 
description because these people have to start - from 

When I did my paper on the as if we were liberals I starte 
off with a descriptions, there wasn't a single discription of 
the that made any sense in any of the dictionary so 
I said since there isn't any in any of these and al named the ones 
that I checked I will begin the definition in the matter of 
Galfin and Scoles and socks and preceding to define it as a 

etc. I think that your definition simply has to 
be, doesn't have to be a ;·definiation so much as a description, 
but there is, it seems to me a coprs of common understanding there, 
that is you could if you pushed back into the one of the early 
meetings at Chester from the pictures you have, of these early 
corps, it seems to me that from looking at them they are certainly 
carrying the same type of drums. 

EO The only unfortunate thing is the old 1868 picture of Chester 
they are also carrying keyed bugles, and we had difficulty explaining 
that. 

Just simply take it as part of the history. 

No, its not part of the history its something, that I'm delighted 
to learn 

EO I have, I think I have that picture somewhere. 

Because one of the tti.ngs I want to do is to recreate a band here 
from the lat e 1830's using keyed bugles. 

EO I think they are keyed bugles, the pictures not clear and they are 
probably kent bugles, they said in the newspaper, and the newspaper 
at the time described them as 

You brought up Kent Bugles, do you know anyone that has one. 

EO No, I have read about Kent Bugles, I don't think I have ever seen one 

We got a couple here. 



Including one that really makes a musicol@gists flip, we have a 
nine keyed bugle made here in the town of Stttirbridge in the 1850's 
And one of the boys in the, doing Ancient music for the cammorata 
said that they only made them up to seven. 

Yes I know. 

In any case what, we will let bonnie thumb through these photos. 

Oh yes, I would like to see them. 

I want to see them. 

Let Bonnie thumb through these photos ..• 

I want to see if there is something I can focus on 

Well it strikes me that there is more to this definition in fact 
then even a description because what it gets down to is even more 
basic than the class of instruments you use is that there is an 
idea, a group, which wants to make music together with certain 
criteria. Does it always, Do you always parade, does it alway 
include t hat? 

EO Are parades included in the, yes. I would say in general 

Is it possible for there to be a corps without parade? 
ls there anything that there has got to be before ... 

EO I don't know of anycorps that function without marching. 

Yes, but they function without marching but they have a few £marches 
and aparades a year in some cases that becomes a kind of excuse 
for existence ... 

Yes, but is this because it is a basic part of the concept . 

I don't know. 

EO I think, I would say that the basic part of the concept that it is 
a marching unit, yes, definitely. It functions in other ways but 
in contest . • • 

Quite basically it is a financial function, without the parades 
the corps ~ould not be in existence. 

But if that part of the concept is it not? 

EO Yes, It is a field music thing, it is an outdoor thing. 

Historically there is the point there that 

Sometime I am going to have to see that machine operate, it is the 



the damdest thing I have ever seen, the wheels are going this way 
and the tape is going this way. 

EO I hope it is going right. 

As long as it goes. 

But, you know the fifes and drum, 1907, East Hampton, now there 
is still an East Hampton corps. 

EO That's a new corps, they reorganized about 10 years ago, One of the 
member I think had been a kid in the older corps. 

You see why after Sam Myers spent three or four days with Ed 
Olsen when I had him comd up here to talk with Ed and to give 
Sam has never heard ani of these corps, he had only talked 
to single old timers from Pennsylvania and I said Sam we got to 
get ~ou up here, so we worked out a deal with the Ne~ort 
Folk Festival and they picked up Sam's tab and we kept him here 
for a while and I boarded him with Ed Olsen and when he came 
back up here and I said well what do you think in summary. He 
said the first thing to do is to record Ed Olsen. 

strenuously right, he can't stand to be recorded. 

EO Chester Corp 

O.K. Chester Corp 

Now tell me is most of the music that you play marchable. 

EO Most, We have had some sorry situations where, we play, we arrange 
a lot of melodies specifically for playing on the field ands 
sometimes we will have flupy kind of things in the middle of it 
and then they have some situation where they hit a 9/8 or something 
in a fancy reviewing stand, they got through it all right but they 
decided mever to do it again. 

Did the basic beat that you described then, is it all related 
possible when the idea that what ever music is made by such corps 
should be a marchable type of thing. This is what I am trying 
to get at. Is there some conceptionalization about the kind of 
music you play about the kind of group you are, about the kind 
of instruments you use which could be related back to this concept 
of the drum corp. 

EO Wil, I'll see if I can tell you, just exactly what you mean . 
Basically, as I said before it is a marching organization, there 
is no two ways about it and relate to the European groups that 
came over, you know, and they in turn are decendents from the 
Swiss Mersonaries who first introduced fifing and drumming to 
Europe and they were ohe ones who in turn intruduced marching 
in step to the armed forces of the world, this dates back to the 
1500's so it is a continutation of this whole tradition, It is 
a continut:ion of a marching tradtion, there are no two ways about it. 



But we have affairs where we play standing still, and if we are goin 
to stand still, we will through a lot of things in that we normally 
try to march to because we are not that sophiticated a marching group 

But even by the fact that you call it standing still goes right back 
to the fact that its opposed to standing still, I mean its opposed 
to the basic tradition which isn't standing still. 

Yes, Otherwise you would have to justify standing still . 

If it were basically a standing type of music there would be no 
need to sing. 

If it were basically a 
walking while you were 

standing music 
marching. 

thing you would call it a 

You see, it is a whole conceptualized thing that there is movement. 

I'm just driving that into the ground. 

Look, I get one thing on this first piece. 

EO There is .an exceptiona~ good, at the tap of that page there about 
the fife written by Gus Moeller. Gus is the man I mentioned before 
it is a photograph of him when he was in the Spanish American War 
and he did a great little bit, it was taken from an early drum 
book of his 

One of the things I hit and I think this is in this first intro 
this was the Ancient Fife and Drums of Connecticut, organizations 
which have maintained for more than a century most of our 
information, a civilian military music tradition, havin~ its 
roots in the 18th Century. Now, I think that may, thats in part 
my own description that I use for describing ancients. That it 
is not tied to the military, as Sam said in his notes, that they 
think of it as military but it is really typical New England 
ambiguities on civilian military relationship. There was a love, 
hate relationship all the time in the with the military here. 

they want to hear about. 

EO Isn't that right, 

Yes, I'm talking about 

EO Oh, I though you meant, that's absolutely true, we are basically 
a civilian organization who plays it being military but who really 
wouldn't care to be to military. We are ~ust military enough to 
sell our product, however, it is a civilan thing. Every once in 
a while I find looking back in the records, every once in a while 
drum corps have probably gotten to such a low degree of proficientcy 
that somebody in the guys of military authority has written a 
book to try to pull them back, One of the old books says something 
to the effect that due to the fact that drumming, fifing has reacheo 
such a low esteen I have been called upon to do so and so. Its in 
the Massachusetts collection, it is in the Bruce and Emmett Book 
it may even be in the Strub Book, and the ones that call it back 



always have some sort of connection with the military. Whether the 
military really had to bail out the civilians or not I don't know, 
but it seems as though this might have happened . 

With the exception of Ashworth, the men who are bailing them out 
are themselves members of the militia. Robinson was in the militia. 

EO Robinson was, but Bruce and Emmett were regular. 

No they weren't , Emmett was regular army and Bruce was 

EO Emmett was regular army you sure? 

Yes. 

EO Or wa s he was just, When did he join the army. 
He learned to fife 1841 I think at Newport barracks. He joined 
in Newport Rhode Island and he played out west. I had it somewher e, 
I forgot the name of the barracks, but he was regular army .•• 

O.K. 

EO and Emmett was mostly militia, however, Emmett taught at Governor's 
Island, taught the army at the Potomac, and what that relationship 
was, whether that meant he was in the regular army at the time I 
don t know. Not Emmett I'm sorry, Bruce, because there also is a 
question about whether it was Bruce or Bruce Barrett. You are 
aware of that little problem. 

No, I'm not. 

EO Some of these writings he is called George Barrett Bruce and other 
places he nis call George Bruce Barrett . Well in New York he is 
know as Bruce and in Baltimore, Barrett, and someone said it was 
something to do with his trying to get away from a wife that was 
after alimony. 

Well, getting back on this civilian military, now in the Civil War 
you havae a report on somebody coming up to Mattatuck's •• • 

EO That was Col . Hart. He was sent up by the 71st regiment in New York 
which is an interesting new thing that I would like to try to trace 
down, I never had the opportunity to do it. The 71st regiment 
in New York evidentally wanted to engage in field music and they had 
heard that there was a lot of fifers and drummers in Connecticut, 
and they sent this Col. Hart. We have never found out what the 
colonel memt, I think it was just a title he gave himself, and be 
came up to Southington, and he was on the veranda of the Southington 
Hotel and he heard some drumming and he said what's that, they said 
oh that's the Wilcott Drum Band , it was seven or eight miles away 
practicing so he figured that this is the outfit that he wanted so 
he hopped in a rig and he went arer there and he hired four or five 
them to form the field music for the 71st New York which as I said 
is something I would like to follow up on because this would indicat 
that there was one group of fifers and drummers in the Union army . 
that probably used big drums and played in what we know as the ancien 



tradition. Most of the old timers, that I knew from New York who 
had learned from great army people were of different character 
alltogether and they had very little regar d or very little feeling 
for the Connecticut Ancients. -They looked down of them, they played 
to slowly, and somewhere· along the line there must have been this 
influence in the New York Grand Army situation because the fact that 
these peeple went down there but I have never been able to find 
anything out about it. They would havep..ayed completely different 
than any of the old corps . 

Speaking of military 

EO Oh that, that was written by 

Is right to the same thing. It says it is the least 
military of all music 

Basic differences in the drums to. 

EO That's the Civil War, this the Revolutionary and 1812 

EO That's even shorter than the regular civil war drum, It is smaller. 

That's one of the 1870's hanging, but you can see the difference 
in the volume. 

Why were they different 

Possibly because the tactics had changed enough that they needed 
smaller drums. · • c., : 

EO Even the older drums, I have an 18 .. , you know that 1811 drum 
I have, its small, I think probably becaurethe small drum was 
more easily handled in the service. 

That would be a pracn icality . 

I think it is a 

The bigger drum is much more cumbersone. 

EO Well you find, you see very old illustrat ions or very old paintings 
like Rembrandt's Night Watch, they are using drums that are comprabl 
in size to the Mattatuck drums. Very big. 

That was in the old days where they lined up, and stem up and 

EO That's when we said War was s:ill fun . 
No its was the sights and sounds of glorious war. 

Well its the whole world I must stay. 

Well we haven't gotten anywhere. 



Can we really know, no, no, besides my learning a lot have we 
accomplished anything. 

Oh Yes, It has been necessary I think to get a base just among 
ourselves 

He hopes you willl 

May I just look through this . 

EO Oh certainly, that's why I started them up. 
They are ju~t odds and ends that I put in there. 

Oh thank you I'm find for now. 

Well ~e battered around. 

That the Mattatuck, that's the Moodus corps in 1860, that's before 
they got 

This picture was painted in 1860. 

EO That's a copy of it. 

Oh, of course 

EO That was in the town of Moodus, except from the fact 

those pictures, it seems to me, that those little pictures, those 
early pictures that Ed has are the things that establish the 
fact that this is 

I have them all on slides. 

EO These are photographs of the slides that I use in the presentation. 

EO 

We should include those. 

As a matter of fact, that 
extra sets made. 

of them now, Gallagher had 

That's the thing that I think pulls the thing back to a fact 
100 years ago. 

Am I being to abstract. 

Also had the four letters, three letters by Abner Stevens, fight
ing the red tape in Massachusetts to get his money. Marvelous 
set of letters. I so glad ;you did get them printed, I do 
wish you would put a little bit more of an account with that. 

EO Well, it is a matter of space in that, we were going to use a 
photograph of the drum and the letters but the picture didn't 
come out or we didn't have time, we are always looking. 



EO 

Spread them out, one each month 

That is the East Hampton Corps, this is Dan Burns who was from the 
famous Moodus Corp~ He taught the East Hampton corps. They stole 
him away by getting him a job in the Ureka Silk Mills. They 
say he was quite a 

That is part of the tradition . 

EO Well it helps. I have known fife and drum. I haven I t been very 
friendly with it. This is the 9th regiment in New York. 

Couldn't possible keep the drum corps back, they function as field 
, two of their 

Put me out of business 

They competed againt the Moodus Corps on two separate occasions. 
Moodus went down to New York once and they came to Moodus once. 
Thats the 

By the way the Moodus sound is something out of this world. They 
have big drums, and they all have very big drums and George 
Carroll felt that his own reading of the Moodus of Robinson was 
that the Moodus in closer to Robinson's sound as everybody. 

EO Well, Ted Kutz has just done a paper, just wrote a paper for the 
East Berlin Congragational Society or something and it deals with 
has a kind of personal for Moodus, Col. Hart, who was probably 
a phoney, and Wilcox who taught the Mattatuck system and it is 
assumed that Wilcox came over here in the early 1800s. A british 
Army festival and he taught this specific style to Mattatuck but 
they have also found records where he taught 
of Moodus of a private student so this would indicate the 
similarity in drum style between Moodus and Mattatuck. 

That's interesting. 

Except as the end result, Moodus does it with a smaller basic 
corps and gets a bigger sound and keeps it together better than 
the mattatuck. 

The end result really is that they put a little more ability and 
a little more work into it, and Mattatuck works more for a big 
turnout than anything else. 

Well I have been telling the administration here the only thing 
that would be nice of them ~hat the Mattatucks play together. 

Well we have to watch, well you know. 



How do you think the best way to go is, would be in order to get the 
idea of fifing and drumming across, people who know i'.nothing about 
it. 

EO I honestly don't know and this is why I was hoping to get some ideas 
and I will be happy to work on whatever ideas that you have to offer. 

Can I make a suggestion? 

Cat:ainly. 

It seems to me that perhaps that Bonnie's suggestion about taking 
aid ..• 

END OF TAPE I 


